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Outgroups have long been considered as threatening. They have been 
dehumanized, and described as infectious and evil (Haslam, 2006; Hodson, & 
Costello, 2007). However, people sometimes neglect the fact that outgroups are 
not homogeneous. Outgroup members differ in sex, age and the ecology that they 
originate from. Do these differences matter? From a threat management 
perspective, different outgroups may pose qualitatively distinct threats to ingroup 
members. The present dissertation aims to compare two different threats that 
outgroups may pose: violence and pathogen threats and to understand: (a) 
whether people view male and female immigrants differently depending on what 
type of threat they are perceived to pose, (b) how contextual and individual 
differences of pathogen avoidance motives might influence prejudice toward 
immigrants, and (c) how the fluctuation of women’s reproductive hormones 
might influence such threat-related intergroup biases. 

Overview of the Empirical Findings 

The migrant crisis is an ongoing issue in the world. To get a glimpse of this issue, 
Chapters 2 and 3 concentrated on biases toward a specific outgroup – immigrants. 
Specifically, Chapter 2 examined whether people view male and female 
immigrants similarly or differently depending on what type of threat they are 
perceived to pose. Chapter 3 specifically focused on pathogen-based outgroup 
prejudice, in which the studies investigated whether pathogen avoidance 
motivations influenced prejudice toward immigrants indiscriminately or 
specifically toward immigrants from a pathogen-rich ecology. Chapters 4 and 5 
focused on the role of women’s reproductive hormones (estradiol and 
progesterone) on implicit biases against threatening male faces (Chapter 4) and 
masculinity preferences for male voices (Chapter 5) from ingroup versus 
outgroup men. 

Do We Treat Outgroup Men and Women Differently? 

Yes, however, it may depend on the type of threat (i.e. violence vs. pathogen 
threat) the outgroup is perceived to pose. Since intergroup violence has 
historically been perpetrated by male aggressors (Kelly, 2005; Wrangham & 
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Peterson, 1996), people might have more negative attitudes toward male than 
female immigrants from a violent ecology. In contrast, intergroup pathogen 
threats are less likely to be gendered. Both men and women might be as equally 
likely to be pathogen carriers. Thus, attitudes might be similar toward male and 
female immigrants from a pathogen-rich ecology. Indeed, findings of Chapter 2 
show that people’s attitudes toward male immigrants from a violent ecology (i.e., 
Syria or non-labeled violent ecology) were more negative than attitudes toward 
female immigrants from the same ecology. In contrast, attitudes toward male and 
female immigrants were similarly negative when those immigrants came from a 
pathogen-rich ecology (i.e., Liberia and non-labeled pathogen-rich ecology).  

Thus, whether we treat outgroup men and women differently is dependent 
on what type of threat these outgroups might pose. We might treat outgroup men 
more negatively than outgroup women if their origin has a high presence of 
violence, given that men are more likely than women to be physically threatening. 
But we might treat outgroup men and women equally negatively if their origin is 
characterized by high rates of infectious disease, given that men and women are 
equally likely to be infectious.  

Avoid Them All?  

Previous research has suggested a positive association between pathogen 
avoidance motives and prejudice toward immigrants (Faulkner et al., 2004). 
However, after an individual’s pathogen avoidance motivation has been activated, 
do they show prejudice towards all outgroup members indiscriminately (the 
generalized outgroup prejudice hypothesis) or only toward those who come from 
places that are specifically associated with infectious disease (the origin-specific 
outgroup prejudice hypothesis)? Internal meta-analyses of four studies (total N = 
1849) in Chapter 3 lent some support to both hypotheses, but were more in favor 
of the origin-specific outgroup prejudice hypothesis than the generalized 
outgroup prejudice hypothesis. Specifically, when people’s pathogen avoidance 
motives had been temporarily activated (via pathogen priming), they did not 
show greater prejudice toward unspecified immigrants nor towards pathogen-
specific immigrants than those who had not been activated. However, people who 
chronically experienced higher pathogen avoidance motivation (people who are 
higher on pathogen disgust sensitivity) did show greater prejudice toward 
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immigrants than those with lower pathogen avoidance motivation. Moreover, the 
negative influence of chronic pathogen avoidance motivation on attitudes toward 
immigrants was more salient toward immigrants who came from a pathogen-rich 
ecology than unspecified ecology.  

No Influences of Reproductive Hormones on Intergroup Attitudes 

Do women show different intergroup biases and preferences during different 
periods of their menstrual cycle? Chapters 4 and 5 looked at the threat-based 
intergroup biases from a women’s perspective and focused on the role of 
women’s reproductive hormones (estradiol and progesterone) on implicit biases 
toward threatening male faces (Chapter 4) and masculinity preference for male 
voices (Chapter 5) in intergroup contexts. In Chapter 4, I tested the hypothesis 
that the costs for women imposed by men posing violence and pathogen threat 
are different across their menstrual cycle. Specifically, I hypothesized that due to 
increasing costs of being sexually coerced during the fertile phase, women would 
be more sensitive to violence threat than pathogen threat during the fertile phase, 
and therefore show greater negativity toward physically threatening men 
(especially outgroup men) than infectious men. In contrast, during the luteal 
phase, because of luteal immunosuppression, women are more susceptible to 
pathogens and therefore, they would show more negativity towards men 
(especially outgroup men) who pose potential pathogen threat than towards those 
who pose violence threat. Results of a multi-session study on 41 women showed 
that changes in E/P ratio (estradiol to progesterone) moderated the difference in 
women’s implicit biases against angry faces and infectious faces – higher level 
of E/P ratio related to greater bias against angry than infectious faces. However, 
inconsistent with our hypotheses, simple effects analyses showed that E/P ratio 
did not predict biases against male angry or infectious faces independently, and 
ingroup-outgroup membership did not moderate this effect.   

In three studies, Chapter 5 investigated the moderating effect of group 
membership on women’s vocal masculinity preference, and examined the 
influence of reproductive hormones on the intergroup masculinity preference 
(hormonal effect was only tested in Study 5.1). Across three studies, women 
consistently showed a preference for ingroup masculine men over feminine 
ingroup men and both masculine and feminine outgroup men. However, 
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inconsistent with our hypothesis, this ingroup masculine male preference was not 
influenced by fluctuations in women’s reproductive hormones during their 
menstrual cycle.  

Altogether, findings in Chapter 4 and 5 showed that reproductive hormones 
did not influence intergroup implicit biases and vocal masculinity preferences.  

Some Practical Implications 

The goal of investigating intergroup bias is not only to replicate and extend 
previous research or to contribute to the threat management framework, but to 
understand major issues in the world today from a unique threat management 
perspective. I hope to use these findings to benefit society by gaining clarity 
around global issues such as the migrant crisis.  

First, the present work may help us better understanding immigration issues. 
In the last four years, much has changed and numerous issues have emerged 
globally, many of which have inspired the direction of the present work.  At the 
end of 2014, the rise of ISIS, in Syria and Iraq, and the Ebola outbreak, in 
Western-Africa, hit the news of the western societies and were named as the 
greatest two threats to the United States (Francis, 2014; Gusterson, 2014). In that 
year, ISIS, had killed more than 9,000 people in Iraq alone, beheading two 
American hostages. Meanwhile, Ebola, which had killed at least 4,500 people in 
nations of Liberia, Guinea, and Sierra Leone, were also being identified in the 
U.S. I noticed that although there was increased panic towards the countries that 
ISIS and Ebola originated in, surprisingly, individuals reacted differently to each 
source of threat. Prejudice against ISIS were characterized by anger and fear, and 
some people claimed that the United States should fight back. In contrast, 
prejudice against Ebola was characterized by disgust, and instead of fighting 
back, it was asked that air traffic from Ebola -affected locations in Western Africa 
be shut- down (Anderson, 2014). Why did people respond differently toward 
these two threatening outgroups? To answer this question, the present work 
adopted an evolutionary threat management perspective, which suggests that 
people have an evolved self-protection system in response to violence threat, and 
a pathogen avoidance system in response to pathogen threats (Neuberg, Kenrick, 
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& Schaller, 2011; Neuberg, & Schaller, 2016). That is, people may have different 
attitudes toward immigrants from ISIS-controlled versus Ebola-prevalent areas 
because of the violence or pathogen threat associated with each place. Based on 
the threat management framework, the present work further questions whether 
men and women from ISIS-controlled versus Ebola-prevalent areas are equally 
as threatening in terms of violence and pathogen transmission. In areas controlled 
by ISIS, women might be perceived as less dangerous than men, whereas in areas 
that Ebola is prevalent, both men and women may equally likely to be virus 
vectors. The present work confirmed this idea: people did treat outgroup men and 
women differently depending on the threats they might pose. These findings 
could be beneficial to immigration policy makers. For example, these results 
show gender differences, which could inform the creation of policies that manage 
anti-immigration bias towards men and women differently. 

Further, in Chapter 3, I found that temporary cues of pathogens do not affect 
attitudes toward outgroups, which suggests that everyday cues to pathogens – 
whiffs of garbage, dog feces on the pavement, or spoiled food in a refrigerator – 
do not affect intergroup attitudes. This finding should be especially comforting 
to policy makers who fear that an unclean city might lead to greater intergroup 
conflict. Consider, for example, Diederik Stapel’s infamous (and famously 
retracted) study reporting that litter on the ground promotes stereotyping and 
discrimination (Stapel, & Lindenberg, 2011). The current study’s findings 
contradict this idea, and suggests that, although clean environments have many 
benefits, decreasing intergroup prejudice is not one of them. 

Besides immigration issues, the present work also helps us better understand 
intergroup mate preferences in an increasingly ethnically and culturally diverse 
modern society. In Dutch society, for example, differences in ethnicity and 
religion are well respected and embraced. In fact, 17 percent of the population in 
the Netherlands has one or two foreign-born parents (Entzinger, 2014). Thus, 
today, nationalities are less likely to be judged based on people’s skin-color or 
dress code. In fact, language (accent) rather than facial appearance could be a 
more accurate index of group membership. Therefore, the present work examined 
women’s masculinity preferences among ingroup and outgroup men through the 
use of voices as cues of group membership. Findings showed that women prefer 
ingroup men, especially masculine ingroup men. Notably, according to our 
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findings, women’s preference for ingroup men over outgroup men was not 
because outgroup men were perceived as more aggressive than ingroup men, as 
suggested by the sexual coercion hypothesis (McDonald et al., 2011), but because 
they were perceived as less likely to be good fathers. As a practical implication, 
this finding has guiding significance for outgroup men to attract women. Exotic 
accents may not be as attractive as people usually believe, however, giving 
yourself a deeper voice and showing more commitment to the relationship may 
be useful. 

Limitations and the Future Study 

Before closing, I should outline some limitations and avenues for future research. 
First, the present dissertation focused on two specific threats - violence and 
pathogen threats – on intergroup biases. However, economic threats – outgroup 
members using up scarce resources - are likely also to be a primary evolutionarily 
relevant concern that may influence people’s attitude toward immigrants. 
Previous research has shown that perceived economic scarcity did induce greater 
racial biases (Krosch, & Amodio, 2014; Rodeheffer, Hill, & Lord, 2012). And in 
one study of Chapter 2, I also found differences among participants in their 
perceptions of the economic threat immigrants from different ecologies posed. 
Do people have different attitudes toward immigrants who pose potential 
economic threats compare to those who pose potential violence and pathogen 
threats? And how might the sex of immigrants and socioeconomic status of 
participants themselves moderate such economic-threat-based outgroup 
prejudice? It would be worthwhile to explore these questions in future studies.  

The second limitation is related to the choice of using different 
manipulations to define group membership across the four empirical chapters. 
For example, in Chapters 2 and 3, immigrants from different countries were 
defined as outgroups, whereas in Chapter 4, a minimal-group strategy was used 
to categorize groups. And finally, in Chapter 5, men with foreign accent were 
defined as outgroups. Such methodological variety might be a double-edged 
sword. On the one hand, using various manipulations is one of the strengths of 
the present work – it helps testing the robustness of the threat-based outgroup 
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prejudice. On the other hand, however, the differences between these 
manipulations are still unknown. Do threats perceptions equally affect attitudes 
toward racial versus minimal outgroups? Do facial and vocal cues of group 
membership have the same influence on intergroup attitudes? Future studies 
could benefit from comparing these manipulations. 

Third, the present dissertation partially aimed to replicate and extend 
findings from previous research. However, the findings failed to replicate some 
of these findings. Although the current studies were not direct replications of 
previous research, which could be another potential limitation of the present 
dissertation. For example, in Chapter 3, I did not find the pathogen priming effect 
on outgroup prejudice, which was first reported by Faulkner and colleagues 
(2004). Indeed, I used different priming materials and target immigrant groups 
that were heuristically associated with infectious disease from the original study. 
Future work could benefit from comparing those approaches and more explicitly 
modeling the type of group-relevant information that lead to pathogen avoidance 
responses. In Chapter 4, I failed to replicate findings reported in McDonald et al. 
(2011), which suggested that women’s implicit bias against outgroup men 
increased with elevated fertility across the menstrual cycle. However, departures 
from direct replication were actually intended as improvements. First, the 
assessment of reproductive hormones rather than forward counting improved the 
validity of the conception risk measure. Second, a within-subject design with 
multiple test sessions afforded greater statistical power than the between-subjects 
approaches used in earlier work. Both of these modifications are consistent with 
current best practices in this literature (Gangestad et al., 2016). Therefore, I 
believe that there is insufficient evidence to confirm an association between 
conception risk and bias toward outgroup men as suggested in the original study. 
A meta-analysis of the effects found in this growing literature would be 
recommended for future study. In addition, in Chapter 5, I did not replicate the 
findings reported in Pisanski et al., (2014), which suggested that the fluctuation 
of women’s reproductive hormones during the menstrual cycle predicts women’s 
preference toward vocal masculinity of men. Indeed, I used different male voices 
(and different language of the voices) from the original work. However, 
conflicting results on menstrual cycle effects are not uncommon and have been 
frequently presented in the literature. For example, two recent high-powered 
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studies showed inconsistent results. Jones et al., (2018a) suggested that changes 
in women’s estradiol levels predict women’s preferences for masculine pitch, but 
not masculine formants of male voices (N = 315). In contrast, Jünger et al., (2018) 
found no evidence for the effects of cycle phase, conception risk or steroid 
hormone levels on women’s preferences for masculine voices (neither masculine 
pitch nor formant male voices, N = 359). I would recommend a meta-analysis of 
these new high-powered studies.  

Concluding Remarks  

To conclude, outgroups members are not homogeneous. They differ in their sex 
and the ecology they originate from. These different outgroup members can 
impose distinct interpersonal threats to which people have evolved functionally 
distinct psychological mechanisms in order to deal with these threats. First of all, 
the present work suggests that we treat male and female immigrants differently 
depending on the threats they might pose. People’s attitudes toward male 
immigrants from a violent ecology were more negative than attitudes toward 
female immigrants from the same ecology. In contrast, attitudes toward male and 
female immigrants did not differ when those immigrants came from a pathogen-
rich ecology. Second, pathogen avoidance motivations did not induce prejudice 
toward all immigrants indiscriminately, instead, people who chronically 
experience stronger pathogen avoidance motivations were more likely to show 
negativity toward immigrants from a pathogen-rich ecology. In addition, I did 
not find hormonal influences on implicit biases against angry or infectious male 
faces independently, though the bias against angry faces was greater than the bias 
against infectious faces at high levels of estradiol-to-progesterone ratio, and 
ingroup-outgroup membership also did not moderate this effect. Moreover, the 
present work shows that women have a stronger preference for vocal masculinity 
in ingroup men than outgroup men, which followed a good father preference 
strategy. However, this preference was not influenced by the fluctuations of 
women’s reproductive hormones during their menstrual cycle. 
 


